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Spykstra may be bringing back
bouldering in a big way. Stay
tuned.
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NBA at First Glance

The 2016 NBA Finals may be a
repeat of last year’s Cavaliers vs.
Warriors. The Lakers still suck.
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Waiting For Godot

Want to see two guys eating
carrots? Get your tickets now.
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Hello, It’s Me

But really, have you guys heard
‘Sorry’ by Justin Bieber?
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TAD MINDEMAN
IN MEMORIUM

by Pooja Pall

ulty into the library, and
I think he really succeeded at that,” says Colleen
Stevens, Cataloging Coordinator. “He worked tirelessly. He was a boss who
expected much of his staff,
but anything he expected
from us, he expected far
much more from himself.”
Indeed, the library
did look quite different
before Mindeman arrived
in 2002. The upstairs
contained classrooms, a
periodical shelf, and often vacant office space.
Foreboding wooden doors
guarded the front entrance while the available
research database was
much more rudimentary and intimidating. The
walls were a sterile grey.
However,
being,
in the words of Kim,“a
nationally famous librarian” with at least 24 years
of experience in the field
after receiving a Masters
from the University of
Chicago and the University of Washington, Mindeman would not leave the
library as it was.

“He was a man of vision, and was able to make
some big transformations
pretty quickly in the appearance of the building
and the quality of the collection,” says Stevens.
In the late 2000s,
Mindeman spearheaded
the plan to open the partially vacant office space
to students and create the
Kresge Art gallery.
Art professor Jeff
Morton says that before
this decision, student
artwork was displayed
in the chapel vestibule
or scattered in various
places across campus,
but this was often “inadequate for some of the
things we were trying to
do.” It with the opening of
the art gallery that campus artwork had “found a
place to call home.”
In 2011, Mindeman integrated in-house
resources with those provided by WorldShare Management Services, further
expanding the collection
and reducing costs for the
college. Kresge was the

PRIESTHILL COUNSELING SERVICE

gain a sense of trust from
those whom they counsel.
Yet counselors are often
given only one 45-minute
session with a student,
who may or may not bring
trust issues and previous
counseling experience to
the session. It’s a tough
situation, though not an
uncommon one.
Covenant’s counselors certainly don’t lack
passion for their jobs: “I
think we’re all counselors
because we love our job
and feel very purposeful in
it,” says Shan Alexander,
one of five part-time counselors who make up the
Priesthill Center’s counseling staff.
Alexander,
who
works every weekday and
sees about 30-35 students
in an average week, says
that the center provides
100 hours of counseling to
students per week. Counseling is free.
With the exception
of one student intern, all

by Zach Jones
In 2015, it should be easy
to get discreet, competent
counseling without sacrificing one’s privacy or
sense of self-esteem. Covenant College’s website
says that the Priesthill
Center offers just such a
counseling service. But
some Covenant students
are complaining.
After hearing both positive and negative reviews
of the counseling service
from students, the Bagpipe set out to report on all
angles of the story. Here’s
what we found.
Reviews of the
Priesthill Center, Covenant College’s counseling
service, are mixed. Recently, students have expressed frustration over
being turned away from
the center, have felt their

Gustave takes a whipping. Hunter questions anonymity in The
Bagpipe.
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NORTHSTAR
CONFERENCE 2015

by Molly Hulsey
It is difficult to imagine the
Kresge Memorial Library
without a house art and AV
gallery, senior carrels overlooking Chapel Lawn, and
a warm, open atmosphere
that coaxes students and
faculty through its doors.
It’s difficult to
imagine conducting a research project without the
aid of the library’s myriad
book collection and cloudbased integrated operating system, WorldShare
Management Services. In
other words, it is impossible to imagine what the
library would look like if it
had not thrived under the
leadership of director, musician, baseball guru, and
family man, George “Tad”
Mindeman for 13 and a
half years.
“When we have
eyes, ears, nose, mouth
on our face, fingers, arms,
and legs, we don’t recognize that we have them
until we are sick,” says
Dr. Lok Kim, director of
the Chattanooga Clarinet
Choir, of which Mindeman was a member, and
Covenant Music professor. “When Tad was here,
we didn’t recognize how
important he was to us.
Now, I think everybody
knows how
important
he was.” Kim was present
when Mindeman passed
away from a heart attack
shortly after the choir’s
rehearsal on October 20.
“He really wanted
to draw students and fac-

Opinions On Opinions

problems minimized by
counselors, and have expressed concern about
the Priesthill Center’s
confidentiality.
“Each person’s experience is different,” an
anonymous student who
we’ll call Taylor said of
the the Priesthill Center’s
counseling service. Taylor
did not bring high expectations into her counseling
session, and was not impressed with her counselor: “I didn’t feel comfortable with my counselor…
I didn’t feel as if I could
tell them everything that
was going on because I felt
that they might not understand. And they kept going back to tips on how to
do better in school rather
than giving me tips of how
to emotionally stabilize
myself.”
Essential to a good
counselor is the ability to

11th library in the nation
to adopt the system.
“We were on the
cutting edge of moving our
catalog and system into
the cloud,” says Stevens.
“It was an exciting time.”
Aside expanding
the amount of resources
in the library, Mindeman
also sought to bring quality and diversity to available media.
According to Stevens, he “honed the collection” to make sure that
only the best books took
up space on the shelves
but also those that reflected a wider scope of topics.
“It was very important for him to make
sure that the collection
included a broad spectrum
of ideas,” says Colleen.
“Just because an idea was
not something we agreed
with and sometimes might
be an anathema to us, that
did not mean we didn’t
need to be aware of it.”
“Tad never thought
that a book was dangerous, just that what people
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

of the Priesthill Center’s
counselors are licensed
professional counselors
who have outside practices. The center added
a fifth counselor this semester after appointment
slots reached capacity
early each semester for
the last two years.
Alexander
says
that stress, anxiety, and
depression are the most
common issues she counsels students through at

The annual Northstar conference, held in Alpharetta, Ga., invited IJM leaders from different schools
across the country and
approximately 200 student leaders from different
schools attended the event
from 23rd-24th October.
Covenant’s
IJM
President Victoria Yang,
alongside prayer coordinators Anelise Marshall,
Pooja Pall, and freshman
Grace Holbrook, attended
the conference.
The two-day conference began on Friday
evening, with a time of worship, prayer and the first
session covering the work
that International Justice
Mission (IJM) does around
the world. Later that evening, Covenant leaders got
a chance to meet other student leaders from the IJM
chapters in their schools.
Day two of the
conference was filled with
different sessions on how
leaders could be engaged in
the work that IJM does and
internship opportunities at
the D.C. Headquarters or
in the field. The IJM team
from D.C. led the conference, and several interns
shared about their experiences interning with IJM.
Greg Darley, one of
the IJM staff who led the
conference, talked about
how it took IJM and the
local police seven times to
rescue a girl from India who
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

the center. The counseling service also deals with
issues such as relational
conflicts, premarital counseling, sexual abuse recovery, trauma recovery,
grief, family of origin, and
occasionally more severe
mental illnesses.
“We try to never
turn a student away,” she
adds. “Occasionally, a student needs to go to Janet
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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NORTHSTAR 2015

Anelise Marshall
’18 said, “It was amazing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
to be able to hear from
was raped and later sold into incredible speakers from
a brothel. He said the task at IJM who encouraged us
hand was not easy but the
team he worked with trusted that the Lord would intervene at the right time to
save this girl and punish the
offenders.
The weekend theme
was reinforced with the
message of the song “You
Make Me Brave:” “You make
me brave. You call me out to
the shore into the waves.” Jaclyn Toscas, one of the IJM
staff that spoke during the
second session said, “God is
not sending you a lifeboat,
he is making you walk on
water. He is teaching you
about fear and bravery.”
Jaclyn asserted that that God doesn’t ask us to
God is working in us and stay in our comfort zones
through us to bring about his but to go out into the
work. He uses difficult situ- world and fight the mess
ations and difficult circum- and walk alongside people
who have been in unjust
stances to reveal himself.

and horrifying situations.”
One of the sessions
at the conference focused on
burnout and how to handle
situations that can be physi-

cally, emotionally, and spiritually draining. IJM leader
and staff member Ed Downing shared some of the ways
God responds to our desperation by gently refresh-

important and that “we can
hardly get stuff in our daily
lives done without seeking
the Lord’s help.”
The team that went
from Covenant said that

PRIESTHILL

with the worldview Covenant teaches in the classroom: “Counselors have
a desire to walk with students in a way that is compatible with Covenant’s
theology.”
Andrew
Fultz,
who went to the Priesthill Center last semester
for counseling on how
to deal with stress, was
impressed by the professional, objective opinion
of his counselor, and says
that his experience was
generally positive.
“The
counselor
didn’t give out the impression that he had all the answers. And that was a good
thing—I didn’t want to go
to someone who already
knew all the answers. I
wanted to work through
what was going on and
then find the answer.”
Fultz was told that
his counselor would be
available for follow up if
needed. He says that he
would recommend Covenant’s counseling service
to his friends, saying that it
can be helpful to get another opinion when working
through personal issues.
Students looking
for competent, professional counseling that is free
of charge and on-campus
seem to find what they are
looking for in the Priesthill Center’s counseling
service. The counseling
service is certified at the
state level and is staffed
by the same counselors
who students might see if
they payed $100 an hour
or more off the mountain.
Negative experiences tend
to be unique situations,
and the center seems to be
following state and national confidentiality rules.
Although it’s impossible to answer every
question about Covenant’s
counseling service, students can know that the
Priesthill Center offers professional counseling services free of charge—which
for the money-strapped
college students that we
all are, should be reason
enough to make a trip to
Jackson Hall.

CARTER
HUNTS WITH
SNAPCHAT

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Hulsey because the issue
is more academic. If we
are booked to capacity and
the issue is purely spiritual, we refer the student to
Chaplain Lowe.”
But another anonymous student says that
she was turned away last
year after being told that
her issue wasn’t as pressing as other students’.
“I’ve still never been to
Covenant’s counseling service,” she says.
After her uncle was
murdered, she went to the
Priesthill Center for counseling during the grieving
process. She was told that
they wouldn’t be able to
fit her in because they had
“other, more serious issues” to deal with.
“I felt like my
problems were minimized,” she admits. “They
didn’t refer me to someone else and they never
followed up. I didn’t want
to go to them with other
problems because of this
experience. I don’t know
if I can recommend the
center based on my experience, but I’m sure they
do a good job with other
students’ issues.”
Confidentiality is
another concern voiced by
students. One anonymous
student, who spoke with
the Bagpipe only on condition of anonymity, was
sent home for several days
after what he claims was
a breach of confidentiality
on the part of the counseling service.
The student, who
we’ll call Kal, went weekly
for counseling through his
depression during both
fall and spring semester
last year. After admitting
to suicidal thoughts later
in the semester, everything changed.
Kal, who says that
he verbally committed
more than once not to
harm himself, talked to
a friend about his suicidal thoughts, who went to
the counseling service
for help. Kal does not

know if his friend made
the issue sound immediately pressing.
What
happened
next came as a surprise:
a counselor told school
administration, who contacted Kal’s parents. He
was sent home until he obtained a physician’s signed
statement that he was
mentally stable.
The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of
1996 (HIPAA) protects
a patient’s right to medical privacy. Aside from
records shared among
medical professionals and
records shared for billing
reasons, patient confidentiality can, and sometimes
must, be legally broken
for any of the following
reasons: 1) with patient
permission 2) to prevent
or reduce a serious threat
to anyone’s health or safety, including the patient’s
(suicide) 3) to report suspected abuse, neglect, or
domestic violence 4) a
court-ordered subpoena.
Covenant’s counseling service, which is
governed by both HIPAA
and state ethics laws, is
certainly bound by these
disclosure rules. With regard to suicide prevention,
counselors must “take
whatever steps are necessary to prevent harm.”
(Remley & Herlihy, 2001)
Students may be assured
that Kal’s situation was
unique, and that such a scenario will almost certainly
not happen to them. Shan
Alexander says that the
vast majority of breaches
of confidentiality result
from students not being
able to verbally agree not
to harm themselves.
She estimates that
a bulk of her clients at
the Priesthill Center are
freshmen and seniors,
who usually come for help
with transition anxiety.
Alexander splits her time
fairly evenly between her
private practice and the
Priesthill Center.
Counseling through
the Priesthill Center, Alexander says, is consistent

ing us and rejuvenating us
with grace and patience.
Downing used Elijah’s story from 1 Kings 18
to emphasize that rest is

they felt spiritually and
emotionally
encouraged.
Victoria Yang ’17 said, “It
was encouraging to gather
with other like-minded student leaders from all across
the U.S. I loved hearing the
wisdom of the IJM staff,
especially as I think about
how to serve as a leader on
campus for IJM.”
If you would like to know
how you could be more involved with the IJM chapter
at Covenant, visit the Facebook page International
Justice Mission Covenant
College or feel free to come
to the prayer meetings every
Monday night at 7:30 p.m.
in Brock 118.

by Austin Cantrell
Despite the constant buzz
of power tools, random
holes in walls, and the displacement of two beloved
halls due to construction,
events like the recent
Carter scavenger hunt in
downtown Chattanooga
still make Carter a great
place to live.
Two weeks ago,
Carter Hall President
Matt Schroeder led the
first annual Chattanooga
Scavenger Hunt downtown. The Hunt was open
to non-Carter residents,
but was organized and
sponsored by the Carter
Hall Cabinet. Over 50
students showed up in 12
teams ready to tackle the
75 objectives prepared
for them.
Each team recorded their completed
objectives by sending a
Snapchat to the Carter
Snapchat account. Teams
who were more creative in
their Snaps were scored
slightly higher than teams
who were less artful. Objectives were either social
(e.g. “Find a street musi-

cian and sing a song with
them”) or locative (e.g.
“Clothe a naked statue”)
in nature.
The Carter account received over 450
snapchats within the two
hours, which is equivalent
to roughly one Snapchat
every 15 seconds. “It was
a challenge to keep up
with the incoming Snapchats, but once we got a
system, we really enjoyed
seeing the fun everyone
was having throughout
Chattanooga,” said Matt
Schroeder.
Some of the most
memorable Snaps received
were of groups completing
tasks such as “Get a selfie with an elderly couple,”
“Encourage a jogger like
he’s finishing a marathon,”
and “Get a stranger to kiss
you on the cheek.”
First place went to
the team of Taylor Bloye,
Kaitlyn Sirmons, Hannah
Davidson, Luke Harvey,
and Ellie Blauw who each
enjoyed their prize of a
Halloween candy pumpkin
bucket filled to the brim
with tasty treats.
Despite the consistent inconveniences of the
Carter restoration, residents of this time-tested
building can remember the
successful hunt and look
forward to the next Carter
event, Cafe Literati, and
other upcoming events like
Carter Christmas.
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TAD MINDEMAN
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do with books perhaps
that can make them dangerous,” says Morton.
Mindeman’s desire
to enrich the library’s resources was not bound up
in books alone. He also
helped create an extensive AV gallery, expanded
the video selection, and, in
the words of Morton, “was
very welcoming to the role
that art could play within
the library.”
Austen Crim, a student and friend of Mindemans says, “I really like
the fiction that he brought
in. He was a pretty knowledgable movie watcher
and fiction reader. I don’t
know how much he had to
do with this, but I know he
personally selected some
of the really enjoyable
movies we have out there.”
“What Tad did was
create a space for us to
imagine as well as an ideological space,” says Morton. “I think he believed
that artwork functions
like books—that they are
ideas that matter and are
worth considering.”
Morton fondly remembers the last time
he met with Mindeman
to discuss the logistics of
incoming art show, “Difficulties in Translation.” He
was touched when Mindeman told him, “‘This is
your space, you do with
it what you want…keep
doing the excellent work
that you do.’” He says, “It
was a sweet reminder of
the support that Tad had
for art programs and the
art department.”
While Mindeman
was a man who paved the
way for lofty goals, he
craved precision and efficiency in even the most
minute details. Stevens
and John Holberg, the
Research,
Instruction,
& Special Collections Librarian, both recall when
Mindeman switched the
wood of the front doors
with glass and altered
the color scheme to warm
reds, browns, and yellows after hefting carpet
books and paint cards in
and out of the library for
staff inspection.
When the senior
carrels were moved upstairs and replaced by
books shelves, Holberg
remembers how Mindeman and his sons moved
each row of books by
hand to ensure none were
out of place. Mindeman
then measured each row,
verifying that it lined up
with the other rows and
was equally spaced from
the sides.
“He was very intelligent and able to work
quickly and accurately,”
says Stevens. “He was really an amazing person.”
Mindeman
was
also an ever-accurate raconteur of baseball lore.
Morton
remembers “how quick matters of
business turned into conversations about baseball.
Tad loved baseball, as you
well know, and baseball is
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so prone to storytelling.
He always had a story
about baseball. When I
needed clarification on a
world-series game, he was
always there.” According
to his obituary in the local
paper, Mindeman served
as the umpire to local
leagues for over 20 years.
“He knew everything about sports,” says
Crim.
Despite the many
talents and fastidiousness of this Renaissance
man, many remember
him around campus for
his humility and kindness. Efficiency was paramount to his work, but
people came first.
When Mindeman
had planned to discontinue an unpopular music
magazine, Kim, a fan of
the publication, contacted
him to explain how much
he enjoyed the magazine.
“Maybe two days later, he
emailed me back and decided to continue to buy
the journal just for me,”
Kim says. “I respected
him as the director of the
library, and he respected
me as a director of music.
That shows good fellowship, his approval of good
fellowship.”
A few years ago,
senior composition major
Kathrine Mullins composed a three-part piece
and asked Mindeman if
he could play the clarinet
part for a recital. “He took
a lot of time to practice
only for the student,” says
Kim, “and they did really
well on recital day.”
“Tad had a reputation as a no-nonsense kind
of guy, so I’m not sure everyone realizes what an
incredibly tender heart he
possessed,” says Political
Science professor Dr. Cale
Horne. “He was always, always a source of great wisdom and encouragement
to me.”
“We spent many
hours in one another’s offices discussing books, plans
for the library, theology,
issues in Presbyterianism,
and of course our families,”
he says. “Family, his own
and others, was always
very important to Tad.”

SENATE OPENS
SABBATH
DIALOGUE
by Emily Hoeksema
Conversations about the
Lord’s Day have been
swirling around the Covenant campus for quite
some time, evidenced by
various articles in The
Bagpipe by frustrated, confused students and President Halverson’s chapel
talk concerning perspectives on the Sabbath. Recently, Student Senate has
opened a dialogue of their
own regarding Covenant’s
written Sabbath policies.
Initial confusion
arose among Senate members within Senate meetings when they explored
what can and cannot be
done on Sundays according to Covenant’s policies
and why some activities
are permitted while others are not.

THE
BOULDER
PROJECT
by Kristie Jaya
Carter has been a target
for exploring alleged secret passages for some
time, but Barnes Gym
has unknown rooms of its
own too.
On the first floor of
the gym, behind the double doors right of the aerobics room, is a climbing
room with an old, 10-foothigh bouldering wall. In
what they are calling “the
Boulder Project,” students
are advocating for the reopening of the climbing
room and the rebuilding of
the bouldering wall.
Closed four years
ago, the wall is in disrepair, and recently, stu-

Travis
Hutchinson, Student Body President, says these discrepancies have been present
for a while because Covenant’s policies about the
Sabbath have not been
updated since the college’s founding. Senate
has brought this to the
attention of its faculty advisors and Dean Voyles.
Hutchinson
explains that the goal of
the dialogue is to respect
those who want to literally rest on the Sabbath
by sleeping but also to,
“balance the tension with
others whose way of resting is to play Spikeball.”
Covenant’s policies as of
now do not prevent recreation on the Sabbath, as
the cross country trails
and the fields at Shadowlands are still available
for student use.
Even so, policies
are outdated as Brock
wasn’t even built when
the policies were formed.
“The policies deserve to be

relooked at as this will be
healthy for the growth of
the Covenant community,”
Hutchinson stated.
Hutchinson
and
the Senate wish to investigate the confusion further
but are still in the discussion stage. Their next step,
according to Hutchinson,
is to sit down with Student
Development, the Bible
Department faculty, and
perhaps Chaplain Lowe to
collect more theological
information regarding the
Sabbath and its purpose
for God’s people. Student
Senate hopes to continue
getting student feedback
on the issue.
All Senate meetings are open to the student body and the minutes from its meetings are
available online. Non-Senate Covenant students are
encouraged to engage in
this dialogue concerning
the Lord’s Day.

dents have been starting
a conversation about reopening the wall to the
student body. Caleb Spykstra, a Junior Art Major,
started the project as his
interest in climbing grew
after joining an event with
the Climbing Club.
Spykstra had heard
about the climbing wall
from someone, and had
seen it before for himself.
Knowing that everyone in
the Climbing Club spends
quite a sum of money for
memberships at the Tennessee Bouldering Authority (TBA) each semester,
Spykstra started pushing
for the wall to reopen,
and created a project to
help follow up. “Basically
there’s been people talking
to the gym about re-opening it, but nobody follows
up,” Spykstra said.
Posters
were
spread around campus,
stickers mailed to interested students, and a Facebook page started.
Spykstra had talked to Kyle Taylor, the Di-

rector of Facilities in the
gym, about restoring the
wall. With no positive answer for some time, Spykstra thought that the project was over.
However,
Taylor
eventually responded to
Spykstra explaining that
the old rock wall has been
torn down this summer
to make room for storage space due to Carter
Hall renovations. Taylor
thought building a new
rock wall would be better
than fixing the old one,
and is going to discuss the
project with Dean Voyles.
Spykstra contends
that building a bouldering wall is fairly simple.
“It’s literally just plywood
with a wood frame. I’m
fairly certain that you
could build your own wall,
but I’m not sure how Covenant will do it,” Spykstra
said. A few professionals
from TBA have agreed
to help set routes for the
climbing holes if a new
wall were to be built.
About three-hundred people have been
signing up for Covenant’s
Climbing Club and at
least thirty have been
active in the club, going
down to TBA at least
three times a week.
Membership fees
for TBA are over $100 per
student and Covenant has
reimbursed at least half
of the fees for students
in the club. This provides
a premise for asking the
campus to relocate the
money to build a climbing
wall of its own.
Spykstra
also
suggests that building
a climbing wall at Covenant will attract new students. “Any public school
has a climbing wall. One
thing that surprises me
is that Covenant doesn’t
have it, and we’re known
to be an outdoorsy kind
of school. I think it will
really help attract students,” Spykstra stated.

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Speaking to our opinions editor about how he is always
the faculty quote: “Kaufmann, you will be failing this
class. I strongly suspect you are the culprit, but if not,
you will be the scapegoat.”

Dr. Cliﬀ Foreman
Mindeman is survived by his wife, Barbara,
their six children, Nathan,
Liesl, Hannah, Andrew,
Samuel and Matthew, as
well as 12 grandchildren.
He was also a dedicated
member of Grace Presbyterian Church.
“His passing is
an incredible loss to this
institution,” says Horne.
“The loss of the librarian,
though, pales in comparison to the loss of his family, friends, and church.”

SPORTS

NBA AT
FIRST
GLANCE
by Alan Craig
I had waited for last Tuesday night with baited
breath since the middle
of June when the best
league in American sports
crowned a new champion
in the Golden State Warriors. For me, the NBA
season offers a new hobby
to obsess over as I hang up
the golf clubs and quit my
daily binge-watching and
following of the PGA Tour.
One of the worst
things to do in sports is
to make up your mind and
try to find trends based on
a small sample size, but
some things become clear
quickly this season. As
most teams have finished
their first three games,
four things have become
very clear in my mind:
1. This is Steph
Curry’s league-- Okay, I
admit it, I stole this quote
from the detestable undersized power forward,
Draymond Green, but

VOLLEYBALL TEAM
CONFERENCE
CHAMPIONS
by Caleb Bloye
It has been one heck of a
season for the Covenant
Scots volleyball team. It
has been a season that
has included tough losses, outstanding wins,
and some insurmountable deficits. But despite
the 1-6 start they have
done the improbable—
win the USA South regular season title.
The Lady Scots
finished the season with
a 16-12 record overall,
propelled by a 9 game
winning streak to end the
season. They clinched
the south division title
with a 13-3 conference
play record.
This is their first
official title since joining
Division III and the second title in the history of
the program.
There have been
many factors that have
contributed to this year’s
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this time I actually agree
with him. Through three
games, the Warriors have
absolutely rolled and
Steph has played as if he
is in a video game.
The reigning MVP
has averaged 39.3 points,
7.3 assists, 5.7 rebounds,
and 2.3 steals a game all
while having a PER of
52.35. All these numbers
will likely come down to
earth eventually, but one
thing is for certain, for
now Stephen is the best
player in the NBA, again.
2. The Lakers absolutely stink- After a year
where the Lakers’ record
dipped to an atrocious 2161, there was a sort of quiet optimism from many
people that expected a bit
of a turnaround. With a
healthy Kobe Bryant, the
acquisitions of Roy Hibbert and Drake’s favorite
sixth man, Lou Williams,
and number two overall
draft pick D’Angelo Russell, Laker-land seemed
vastly improved. Boy were
we wrong.
Kobe seems to be
locked in a tussle with Father Time and is hard set
on not allowing his game
to age gracefully, but rather wants to continue to
chuck horrible shots with
his signature scowl on his
face. All the additions have
success. One was the decision to add Covenant
Scot Volleyball alumna
Stephanie Wharton as
an assistant coach. Her
knowledge of the game
and her ability to connect
with her players have
been some of her most
notable contributions.
Another factor to
this great season has been
the play of the freshman,
including Ariana Buchanan, Hannah Harris, Hannah Stewart, and Olivia
Becker. Coach Jo has used
these freshmen since the
beginning of the year, and
they have performed at a
high level. It’s very exciting to see the future of our
program already playing
competitively this early in
their career.
Finally, and most
importantly, the leadership of this year’s senior
class has made this season
one for the ages, with seniors Jaclyn Stuart, Kelsey
Mathis, Chelsea VanDyk,
and Hannah Rodgers. They
have put together great careers and have made their
mark in the Covenant’s history books.

been a terrible fit so far,
and the other team in L.A.
is primed for another high
lottery pick next summer.
3. James Harden’s Rockets might be in
trouble-- Coming back
in an epic way to reach
the Western Conference
Finals for the first time
since 1997 had many
Rockets fans thrilled for
the beginning of the 20152016 NBA season.
Harden
was
pleased to have some of
his ball handling duties
taken away with the arrival of point guard Ty
Lawson, but the new
backcourt is off to an
abysmal start to the season, and Dwight Howard is hurt again. I am

not ready to jump ship
entirely with this team
and say that they are in
danger of missing the
playoffs, but calling this
team “title contenders” seems to be a huge
stretch considering their
early season showing.
4. There are two
teams that stand above
the rest- Perhaps the hardest claim to make based
off of so few games, but I
believe that the 2016 NBA
Finals will be… the exact
same one as in 2015.
The Cleveland Cavaliers and Golden State
Warriors have a certain
level that they can achieve
that I think will be very
difficult to beat in a 7 game
series. Golden State and

Steph have picked up right
where they left off last season and have been destroying teams every night.
The Cavaliers also
have looked impressive
and are licking their chops
waiting for their already
deep team to get deeper
when Iman Shumpert and
Kyrie Irving return from
injury. I loved the addition
of Mo Williams to give the
Cavaliers a solid backup
point guard and a human
insurance policy to the injury-prone Irving.
The addition of
Williams is also an insurance for fans that we will
no longer need to have our
eyes bleed while watching
Matthew Dellavedova play
hideous basketball.

As we look back on
the regular season, one
of the best moments remains the match against
Maryville. On Oct. 13,
Maryville visited the real
Scots for a rematch of a
tough game earlier in the
season that resulted in
a Covenant defeat in five
sets. With Maryville being one of the top teams
in the conference, many
people were excited about
this match.
The Covenant student section was completely filled up and as
rowdy as ever (which
means that people actually cheered!). The Lady
Scots responded to the
hype with an easy victory
in three straight sets in
front of one of the largest
crowds in Covenant history. This match jump-started a 9 game winning
streak and set the tone
for the final stretch of the
regular season.
The Lady Scots will
open up as the #1 overall
seed as well as host the
USA South Tournament.
They will open against Ferrum on Friday, November
6, at 7 PM. They defeated
Ferrum on straight sets
on homecoming and look
to do the same on Friday.
Expect to see hundreds
of screaming Scots on Friday watching the regular
season champs continue
their historic season. Be
there and as always GO
SCOTS!

CUT UTLEY SOME
SLACK

break up the double play.”
So who is to blame here?
I say the MLB, because of
their lack of keeping players accountable prior to
Utley’s slide. The MLB’s
policies on sliding are
shown below:

by Stephen Kegley
Now that this year’s playoffs is officially over, congratulations Kansas City,
I would like to take us
back to a play that caused
much controversy, enough
so that my roommate, Caleb Bloye, felt the need to
write an article about it
— Chase Utley’s slide. I’m
here to say that we should
give the guy a break. Let’s
look at the context of the
situation.
There was one out
with Chase Utley on first
and Enrique Hernandez
on third , Howie Kendrick was up to bat and hit
a ground ball up the middle, Mets second baseman,
David Murphy, fielded the
ball and tossed it behind
the shortstop Ruben Tejada at second, who proceeded to make an ill-advised
spin move to try to complete the double play.
Because a double
play would have ended
the inning, Utley had
to take Tejada out. This
is playoff baseball not
a regular season game,
the simple context of the
game necessitated that
slide; I would argue that
most ball players in Utley’s situation would have
done the same thing.
Do you actually believe that Utley hurt Tejada on purpose? Absolutely
not, Utley said after the
game, “… I had no intent
of hurting him whatsoever. I only had intent to

Rule 6.05 reads: a batter is
out when –
(m) A preceding runner
shall, in the umpire’s judgment, intentionally interfere with a fielder who
is attempting to catch a
thrown ball or to throw a
ball in an attempt to complete any play:
Rule 6.05(m) Comment:
The objective of this rule
is to penalize the offensive team for deliberate,
unwarranted, unsportsmanlike action by the runner in leaving the baseline
for the obvious purpose of
crashing the pivot man on
a double play, rather than
trying to reach the base.
Obviously this is an umpire’s judgment play. Another rule that applies to
the same situation is Rule
7.09 (e)
If the MLB had
taken their rules seriously
prior to this event Utley
wouldn’t have made that
slide in the first place.
There is no need to make
Utley the scapegoat where
the system created this situation for him. The MLB
needs to take the blame
for not having strong legislation, and even weaker
enforcement. That weakness led to Tejada’s broken
leg, not just Utley’s slide.

ARTS
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WAITING FOR GODOT
by Abigail Degraaf
We are excited to announce that this show is
being produced by the student-led Drama Association and directed by Cacey
Williams for her SIP.
She will be looking
at this play in much more
depth than she would if
it were merely for a class;
this project jumpstarts
her thinking and working
in a more professional and
formal way. For those who
have seen recent shows
by Covenant College Theatre Department, most of
the actors who appear in
“Waiting for Godot” will be
familiar faces.
An absurdist comedy, “Waiting for Godot” is
a play in two acts written
by Samuel Beckett in 1952.
This will be the second
play in Covenant College
Theatre’s fall 2015 season
“Waiting for Godot’ is
about two men, Vladimir
and Estragon, who are, as
the title suggests, perpetually waiting for Godot.

ANDREAS KLEIN
CONCERT
by Abby Tosh
On Thursday, Nov. 5, Covenant’s music department
welcomes its second guest
performer of the semester. The department is excited to bring in German
pianist Andreas Klein,
who graduated from Juilliard School and received
a Doctorate of Musical
Arts from Rice University.
He has performed
everywhere from New
York’s Carnegie Hall to
Berlin’s
Philharmonic
Hall, and has released
four critically acclaimed
albums.
The New York
Times described him as
a “pianist who makes
silence sound like music,” and The Washington Post said, “Klein
resembled a sketch artist bringing a scene to
life with quick virtuoso
strokes and shading.”
Klein is the second
artist to perform in the

They seem to talk about
nothing and yet everything at the same time
as they try to fend off the
boredom while waiting.
“Waiting
for
Godot” has a slower tempo, but it does a wonderful
job of keeping the audience engaged. Though it
has lighter moments, the
play wrestles with ideas of
depression, existential
emptiness, and why we
are here.
“We all know it.
We’ve all done it. To wait,
or not to wait. That is the
question. Or is the question, what do we do while
we wait?” said director Cacey Williams, describing
the show. “Beckett wrote
about the frustrating, comedic, playful, angry, and
empty effects of man’s
waiting, while he himself
was living through the effects of WWII.
His examination of
the subject is timeless. It’s
a simple truth: While man
lives, he waits. So what is it
that we do while we wait?
John Hamm Performing
Arts Series, which brings
world-renowned musicians
to our campus. Coordinated by David Tahere, assistant professor of music,
the series offers concerts
and master classes to Covenant students and the
surrounding community.
Every concert is free and
open to the public, thanks
to generous donors.
Earlier this year, baritone singer Todd Thomas
gave a joint recital with
pianist Paul Jones. Next
semester, bluegrass band
The Dismembered Tennesseans will be performing,
as well as chamber group
The Marinus Ensemble.
Each of these concerts gives music students
an exciting opportunity to
interact with musicians
who have “made it” in the
professional music world.
As a pianist myself,
I can vouch for just how encouraging it is to encounter such talented performers. Assistant professor
of music Lok Kim, when
speaking on the benefits of
bringing in outside artists,
said, “Covenant College is

And what exactly are we
waiting for?”
Williams went on
to explain her thought
process for choosing this
play as her SIP. “When
I was told to pick a project that encompassed my
time as an undergraduate,
a play about waiting really made sense to me,” she
said. “I’ve read this play
several times over the last
ten years but it has never resonated so strongly
with me before. It’s been
liberating to wrestle with
the ideas that I have been
feeling for so long, and I
hope that people can give
themselves the freedom to
wrestle with them, too.”
“Waiting for Godot” will
preview on Nov. 12, at 8:00
p.m. Performances will run
Nov. 13 and 14 at 8:00 p.m.,
and the next weekend, Nov.
20 at 8:00 p.m. and Nov. 21
at 2:30 p.m. Tickets will be
$5 for students, staff, and
seniors, and $7 for adults.
To reserve tickets or for
more information, call the
box office at 706.419.1051
or email boxoffice@covenant.edu.
a liberal arts school, not a
conservatory, so we have
fewer chances to invite
in great musicians from
around the world. In this
opportunity, our students
have a chance to gain a
broader
understanding
of the spectrum of music,
outside of their own teacher’s perspective.”
He explained that
when we are limited to a
single teacher, however
great they might be, our
view of music can become
narrow, and inviting artists such as Klein allows
us to break free of that.
Klein’s performance
includes several favorites
of varied style, including
Beethoven’s “Pathetique”
Sonata, Chopin’s Ballade
in F minor, and pieces
by Debussy and Liszt.
For those to whom these
names might as well be
Greek, Klein’s selections
are anything but boring.
Klein will also be
giving a master class Friday, Nov. 6, at 2:00 p.m., to
critique several students
in front of the class.

COVENANT COLLEGE DRAMA ASSOCIATION PRESENTS

SAMUEL BECKETT’S

WAITING FOR

GODOT

PREVIEW: NOV. 12 @ 8:00PM
PERFORMANCES: NOV. 13-14, 20 @ 8:00PM
NOV. 21 @ 2:30PM
TICKETS: $5 FOR STUDENTS, $7 FOR ADULTS

HELLO, IT’S ME
by Regan Huisman
She’s back, ladies and gentlemen. Our favorite cateyed pop singer has won
our hearts yet again. Almost four years after her
last album, “21,” Adele sold
1 million downloads of her
new single “Hello” in the
first week, breaking Flo
Rida’s 2009 Billboard Hot
100 record.
Adele has had seven of her singles in the top
100, but this is her first
to hit No. 1. “Hello” is the
first single from Adele’s
upcoming album “25,” debuting Nov. 20.
According to Business Insider, because she
has not released anything since “Skyfall” in
2012, “That wait time increased anticipation for
Adele’s new music, which
likely correlates to a
boost in sales. You can bet
its sales will be insane as
well. The album is reportedly a ‘lock’ to sell over 1
million copies in the first
week, and will likely end
up closer to 2 million.”
Adele wrote an
open letter to her fans
explaining her leave of
absence for the past few
years. She explained that
her whole life has been
about wishing her life
away, wishing to be older,
wishing to be someone
else. She apologized to her
fans, saying that she has
been trying to figure out
life and make up for lost
time in the huge gap between ages 21 and 25.
In 2012 Adele gave
birth to her first-born
son, Angelo. In an interview she stated that if she
was going to be a mom,
she had to straighten out

her life first. This new
album is to be a “makeup” album rather than a
“breakup” album.
“‘25’ is about getting to know who I’ve become without realising,”
she said. “And I’m sorry it
took so long, but you know,
life happened.”
If you are like me,
over the past three or
four years I have forgotten about my love for this
Brit. A lot has happened
in music since 2011, but
somehow Adele was able
to rebound in my life harder than ever. I think that
Business Insider is right
when they say that Adele’s
absence is what made
“Hello” such a hit.
Whatever she were
to drop after such a long
absence would have skyrocketed. Adele is the kind
of artist that almost everyone can enjoy. She is emotional, and we love to have
someone be able to speak
that kind of intense joy or
sorrow into our lives.
Maybe BuzzFeed
said it best: Adele’s music
can “make you miss that
guy you made eye contact
with seven years ago on
public
transportation.”
Whether you have been
married for 40 years, have
never had a boyfriend or
girlfriend, or have recently
lost love, you are sure to be
able to identify or at least
empathize with Adele’s
soulful way of speaking to
the heartstrings.
If you have not
listened to “Hello” yet, I
highly recommend it. Be
sure to look forward to the
new album “25” to come
out in a few weeks. Just be
careful to not fall in love
with that guy next to you
in the sandwich line, lest
Adele be too proud.
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SICARIO
REVIEW
by Kathryn Pede
Whenever there’s an R
rating and a vague government FBI drug story, I find
myself frantically looking
around for a friend to drag
along with me so I won’t
be alone at 12:30 a.m. This
time, I watched “Sicario,”
a movie about the drug
war in Mexico.
Kate Macer (Emily
Blunt) is recruited for an
FBI team after a particularly horrifying discovery
connected to a cartel. She
is dragged into a secret
mission that leads into
Mexico, out of legal territory, straight up the lad-

der of power in the drug
war. The Hispanic agent
Alejandro (Benicio Del
Toro), whom she didn’t
trust, was personally motivated to complete the
mission in finishing off
the drug war leaders.
The ending is predictable, but the conclusion the audience draws
from it is different than
expected. Instead of Kate
walking into the sunset,
the story ends with the
reminder that success in
war doesn’t always mean a
happily ever after.
The main characters are stereotypical,
with an inexperienced female agent, a mysterious
Hispanic advisor motivated by revenge, and a DOD
leader who would compromise legality for control
of the drug cartels (Josh
Brolin). Because they are
predictable, the film is
able to develop different
parts of the story.
Rated R for violence and language, this
movie is challenging in its
approach of the topic of
drug wars and cartels. Although the characters do
not talk a lot, their horror
is expressed through facial expressions, the imagery, and the sound effects.
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I had seen Emily Blunt in
“The Edge of Tomorrow”
as a strong, independent
female character who is
hardened to the effects of
war, and I expected her to
be the same in this movie.
What I saw instead is a woman who
had hoped to make a
difference in the evil
she had seen, but had
underestimated the horror and blurred lines between right and wrong,
legal and illegal. Over the
course of the film, Kate’s
worldview is challenged,
and the atrocities she
sees affect her psychologically, emotionally, and
physically.
The movie also
shows the personal life of
a Mexican police officer
who uses his position to
traffic drugs. The movie
fleshes out how the drug
leaders are people with

families and children.
Their identities are not
solely based in killing people or trafficking drugs;
they are people with a
community who watch
their boys play sports.
One of the ways
the film uses imagery is
to express the historical
and religious context. The
movie begins with textual
exposition explaining the
history of the title, “Sicario,” which means “hitman”
in Spanish.
The term originated from the Sicarii,

a group of Jews who attempted to drive the Romans out of their homeland in the first century
CE. Additionally, there
are aerial shots showing
the phrase “Jesus is the
way, the truth, and the
life” carved in Spanish on
the side of the mountain,
and a climactic moment
has a background painting of a Catholic Jesus.
The movie ends
with enough of a conclusion to keep the audience
satisfied, but this conclusion is lined with the reminder that even if one
problem is solved, it does
not come without cost and
the battle is never won.
The R rating gave
me pause initially, but I
am glad I chose this. It
was a hard movie to watch
and it sparked my interest
in learning more about the
drug war.

Although I did not
always understand the directorial and orchestral
decisions, the concepts
and unexpected development made up for it. The
drug war isn’t pretty, and
this movie handles the
truth and expresses it in
a way the audience can
understand without being
overwhelming.

OPERA SCENES
CLASS
by Amanda Nielson
Next semester, the class
Opera Scenes (MUS 250)
will be taught by Professor David Tahere. Opera
Scenes was previously offered twice at Covenant
College as a workshop-first with Dr. Ewing, an
adjunct professor, and last
year with Professor Tahere. This year, the Opera
Scenes class will collaborate with the Covenant
College orchestra.
Professor Lok Kim
offered to work with the
orchestra and the participants of the class. The
collaboration teaches the
skills of collaboration and
flexibility; as musicians, it
is important to work with

other people on stage and
to share the spotlight.
Though opera scene programs are offered at most
colleges, this opportunity
differs from other programs because most do
not offer accompaniment
by orchestra unless it is a
fully staged opera or operetta. The music department hopes that this event
will eventually lead to
more staged works, such
as operas or operettas, in
the future.
Professor Tahere
has been the lead driving
force for MUS 250, and is
excited that this opportunity has been given to
Covenant students. Opera
scene programs allow students, particularly voice
majors, to actively work
on solos and learn about
opera as a potential career.
The majority of the
class focuses on creating
brief scenes from particular operas, while the last
few weeks of the course
deal with auditioning for
opera in general. Professor Tahere touches briefly
on the audition process,
how to prep for an audition, what proper headshots are, and much more.
This portion of the class is
extremely interesting and
also helps with auditions
for other performing arts.
The class also allows voice majors and
other students to work
on developing character

roles in a safe and creative way. 			
Participants develop the character’s emotions and desires through
their solos, much like
character monologues in
theatre. As opposed to normal work on solo songs,
such as in lessons or practicing for fun, a student in
Opera Scenes would work
on technique and creating
a story dramatically, with
their body and voice as one
single unit.
Once auditions are
completed, the instructor
and students will select
scenes. Last year’s scenes
ranged from Humperdinck’s “Hansel and Gretel” to Mozart’s “The
Marriage of Figaro.” The
workshop only had four
participants, but hopes
to see an increase for this
upcoming year. The music
will be tailored to the stu-

dents involved, thus allowing the most growth out of
the student.
In the spring, the
class will present one evening to the public, on a
date to be announced. It
will be a chance for them
to show off their hard
work, and allow the audience a chance to enjoy an
evening at the opera. Each
scene will include a brief
explanation of the opera
that it is from.
This class is an opportunity for all students
interested in classical
singing and opera to get
their feet wet. Professor
Tahere stated, “The opera
scenes courses I’ve taken were some of the most
influential in my development, not to mention fun,”
and he hopes that all of
the students will have the
same experience he did.

THE VERDICT
Yes, the staff members of The Bagpipe
are collectively planning a wedding, writing seven SIPs, participating in several
organized sports and
staring down finals.
No, we haven’t slept
in several weeks.

OPINIONS

CAMERADERIE
AND CRITICISM
by Matthias Overos
When judging the quality
of a work of art, the artist’s faith should not be at
the forefront of our minds.
Sure, an artist’s faith is
something you cannot
ignore if you plan on analyzing their work, but to
determine if the work itself is good or bad simply
based on the author’s faith
is a misstep.
For some, this is a
no-brainer. I doubt many
would argue, “Only Christians can make good art,”
or, “non-believers cannot
make good art,” but perhaps unconsciously we do
have a tendency to say,
“this artist is a Christian;
I am a Christian; I identify
with this; therefore this is
good.”
Take for instance
Wendell Berry, an incredible poet who freely writes
about his Christian beliefs. I have noticed that
the mention of Wendell
Berry amongst a group of
Christians usually results
in a low, “Mm” sound of
agreement. I have also
noticed in a group of
non-Christians, nobody
tends to bat an eye.
I love Wendell Berry, and I am not setting out
to criticize him or suggest
that if you are a fan, that
you aren’t really a fan. Instead, I simply ask, why?
Why do we like his work?
If our first response is,
“His Christian beliefs,” we
are approaching the question incorrectly.
For example, when
I learned that David Foster
Wallace may or may not
have been a Mennonite, I
got excited. As if his potentially being a believer said,
“Look, someone whose art
you admire can believe the
same thing you do!”
The danger here
is that the thought of camaraderie slips into a
thought on the quality
of the author’s work. We
imagine the artist sharing
our beliefs and then think,
“their art would be better
if they were Christian.”
This concern we
have with an author’s beliefs can turn into a hunt of
sorts. We look around and
wonder who is and is not a
Christian. This feeling is
absurd; being a Christian
doesn’t make a person’s
art good, but we tend to
possess this thought process more than we realize.
If Christians are to reasonably judge the quality of a
work of art, the individual
beliefs of an artist cannot
play a major role. The danger lies in letting beliefs
somehow alter overall
quality of a work.
Because of this
danger, some may have a
tendency to shy away from
works by non-Christians.
However, as scripture and
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church history show, there
is a need for Christians to
utilize non-Christian influences. For example, Paul
quotes the Greek poet Aratus while debating stoic
philosophers in Athens.
We also have examples of Augustine utilizing Plotinus’ philosophy, and Aquinas using
Aristotle as a source for
theological influence. If
we begin to let ourselves
say, “This artist is a
Christian, therefore, they
make better art,” we run
the risk of losing wonderful insights like the ones
Paul, Augustine, Aquinas,
and many others found.
We should never
say Christian artists are
inherently bad, some of
the best art ever created
was created by Christians.
But it’s odd, isn’t it? When
we think of Michelangelo,
we think of his art first,
then his beliefs.
But when we think
of Wendell Berry or Sufjan
Stevens, we tend to think
Christian
poet/singer/
songwriter first, then their
art. It’s sort of like when
you hear people say, “Bob
Dylan’s Christian period
was his best.” No it wasn’t.
Nothing Bob Dylan
did during his Christian
period even comes near
to the music he composed
throughout the sixties
and early seventies. You
would be hard-pressed to
find a non-Christian say
Bob Dylan’s Christian
period was his best. It
wasn’t a bad period, but
just because he was singing Christian songs didn’t
make his work any better.
Christians need to
be conscious of this issue.
I am not arguing that we
need to only indulge in
non-Christian
artwork,
but I am suggesting that
we need to be aware of
why we like certain art.
Next time you find yourself enjoying the work of a
Christian artist, it might
be worthwhile to ask yourself, “Why do I like this?”

IT IS ALWAYS
“TOO SOON”
by Stephen Bankson
It’s no secret that we as a
society are very desensitized to evil in the world.
Commonly we ignore it,
pretend it isn’t there, accept it, or make light of it.
I’ve noticed a trend lately in making jokes about
tragic events, namely mass
shootings and the September 11th attacks of 2001.
Whether or not we
really are making more
jokes of this nature or I’ve
just become more aware
of them, I think we can all
agree that this is a trend
that needs to disappear.
There is nothing funny
about tragedy, and turning it into a joke does not
lessen its reality in our
fallen world.
However, I do not
want to act like I am innocent in this matter. I’m
generally a less serious
person who really likes to
make others laugh, and I
have made light of tragedy
many times to get a reaction from others. It’s not
something I’m proud of,
and this article is speaking
to myself just as much as
anyone else.
We’ve all been in a
situation where someone
makes an off-color quip
about some tragic event
in history to a group of
friends or peers, and the
reaction is usually the
same. The audience might
say, “Oh, that’s so bad!” or
“You’re terrible!” but the
smile on their face and the
laughter between their
words betrays them.
The
audience
knows that the joke was
in poor taste and inappropriate to make, but they
laugh anyway. One of the
most common responses
I hear is, “Too soon!,” implying that given enough
time, the joke would have
been acceptable to make.
Somehow,
distancing
ourselves from the event
gives us the green light
to find humor even in the
most terrible of incidents.
I would say that no matter

what the topic is, it is always “too soon” to make a
joke out of tragedy.
Whether it be the
Holocaust or the shooting
at Sandy Hook Elementary, nothing can change
the fact that it happened
and that it was an act of
great evil and suffering.
Treating it as the punchline for a riddle would not
be appropriate the day
after it happened, so why
should the passage of time
remove this taboo?
Think of every life
that was lost in the events
of the 9/11 attacks. For every person who died that
day, a family lost someone
they loved and cared for.
Every September, those
affected by the attacks are
reminded of the ones they
lost and how their lives
were ended by senseless
and cruel acts of violence.
Do you think they
will ever be able to joke
about that? Whenever
someone makes a joke
about that day, those affected cannot help but
think about the grief they
experienced. To those affected by 9/11, there is
absolutely nothing funny
about that day, as should
be the case for everyone
else. For them, it is always
“too soon” and that can
never change.
The fact that we
can turn tragedy into
comedy shows how fall-
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en we are. The murder
of innocent people is terrible in and of itself, but
to make it into something
to laugh about indicates
just how much our sin
permeates us.
Especially
as
Christians, our response
to tragedy should be anything but light-hearted.
It is a sobering reminder
that something is very
wrong with the world,
and the only solution is
our Lord Jesus Christ. It
is only at his coming that
sin will be put to death
forever and tragedy will
be no more. We should
mourn the loss of our fellow image bearers of God
and pray for His presence
here on earth. In the face
of tragedy, we should pray
“come Lord Jesus, come”
because His coming can
never be “too soon.”

OPINIONS

OPINIONS ON
OPINIONS
by Hunter Rasmussen
“Do not treat prophecies
with contempt.” 1 Thess
5:20
Far be it from me to scoff
at oracles; after Gustave Coolwhip, prophet
of Mapco fried chicken,
delivered his strong injunction not to resist
the neon-green siren and
her greasy aphrodisiac, I
stopped at the corner of
Holtzclaw and E 3rd.
The atmosphere intoxicates passersby within a mile radius, drawing
them toward the hidden
treasure. As I was handed
an extra barbecue sauce
over the counter, I found
myself asking, “Wait—how
did an anonymously-written Windbag article make
its way into the Bagpipe?”
The Bagpipe does
not publish anonymous articles, a fact I became well
aware of when I made submissions during my sophomore year. And the regular
Bagpipe is not known for
publishing articles of the
genre in which Coolwhip’s
“The Land of Milk and
Honey” resides—that is
left for the domain of the
Windbag and independent
publications. For the record, and for those unacquainted with the various
publications at Covenant
College, the Windbag is an
annually-anticipated compilation of well-crafted and
provocative satire.
The Bagpipe is not
the Windbag. So I am curious about the inclusion of
an anonymous article, one
that supports a relatively
low-stakes and uncontroversial opinion—yea, the
fame of Mapco chicken is
great. What does this article suggest about the Bagpipe or about the student
body? The Bagpipe has
undergone some significant changes this school
year, and is moving in a
direction that is beneficial
to its body of readers, providing students with more
news that connects them
to current events on campus, in Chattanooga, and
the world.
Improvements
have been made in both
the print and online layouts, making the Bagpipe
more accessible to the
Covenant community. I
am not sure last issue’s
article makes a contribution to these improvements, although a delight
to read (Coolwhip possesses a deft hand).
Anonymous articles too much resemble
platforms like Yik Yak;
while students are able
to exercise their freedom,
discernment, and voice
namelessly on private social media applications,
the Bagpipe is a collective
project of our community,
funded by Student Senate
and contributed to by stu-
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dents and faculty. An article about local fare is hardly harmful, but the desire
for the radical freedom to
act in anonymity without
responsibility is the force
behind the innocuous and
the toxic alike. Christiana
Fitzpatrick reminded students of the abuse of the
freedom Yik Yak provides
when she spoke in chapel
last year.
There is another attitude, however, that puts
this article beyond what
I had perceived to be the
scope of the Bagpipe. The
opinions section of the
Bagpipe is undoubtedly
one of the more popular
sections of the paper, or at
least more sensational, the
buzz of campus conversation for a week or two.
I’ve seen some classic articles in my time—
the landmark “Leggings
Are Not Pants” stands
out most starkly, together
with issues-long dialogues
on the Christian ethics of
tattoos, marijuana, alcohol, dating, etc. Opinions
are, by nature, polarizing,
and in our individual experiences, we find articles too
agreeable to mention, articles too far removed from
ourselves to grapple with,
and articles that incite formative conversations.
But the boundaries
around these categories
are never the same for all
members of the community. Printed alongside
relevant and equally-influential news pieces, the
opinions articles have
formed an important part
of the Bagpipe.
So the Bagpipe’s
call in the first issue of its
sixty-second volume for
ridiculous,
outrageous,
and annoying articles is
disconcerting. Certainly
I have just admitted that
we, perhaps, find various
opinions to be loud or irritating; but to make a public call for these—is it honesty or cynicism?
Apparently
it
hasn’t barred all opinions
(we’re several issues into
the school year); but what
articles have stumbled
over this call for student
voices overlaid with preemptive laughter? And
what potential writers review the last pages of the
paper only to find the likes
of Mr. Coolwhip?
We should not be
afraid to be vulnerable,
or imagine that beyond
our mountaintop publication is a world of amicable
readers and editors whose
smiling faces would never
critique, mock, or slander.
But we should be
able to say, “I’m going to
take your opinion as seriously as you make it,
treat you with respect as
a dignified human created by God, and make this
a place where you can be
heard when you need to
be, or where you can excellently craft humor in a
way that does not drown
out other voices.”

OBSESSED WITH
BEAUTY
There is a permeating
pressure in our Christian culture to celebrate
the “beauty in the mundane.” My Instagram account reeks of captions
and Christian cliches that
combine minimalism with
pixels of beauty to create
an artistic philosophy that
“all of everything is worth
celebrating, even the
steam from my coffee.”
There is an apparent overwhelming necessity for the need to be overwhelmed by beauty. There
is pressure to feel. There is
pressure to wonder. This
philosophy was espoused
by Whitman who described pleasure writing,
“I lean and loaf at my ease
observing a spear of summer grass.”
Even well-known
and respected Christian writers such as Ann
Voskamp (author of “One
Thousand Gifts: A Dare
To Live Fully Right Where
You Are”) boldly scream:
“I want to see beauty in
the ugly, in the sink, in the
suffering, in all the days

whatever makes you feel
alive is just that. A feeling. This feeling is shared
by billions of people who
share your same genetic
makeup: that of being human.
These people stumble upon something divine
in God’s general revelation and emotionally react
because God is gracious
toward them. In fact, all
secular artists who conjure up masterpieces that
make their way to history’s hall of fame are just
that—stumblings
upon
God’s divine nature. Gene
Edward Veith, Jr. in “State
Of The Arts, From Bazalel
to Mapplethorpe” says this
about Augustine: “Augustine, a stern critic of the
arts, attacks the way sinners use the arts to draw
people away from God, the
true source of beauty.”
As sinners saved
by grace, spare yourself
from this pagan worship
of beauty. Beauty is not an
emotion. Beauty is Truth.
It is okay if you are not
emotionally affected by
each sunset. Instead, whisper praise to God at his
faithfulness in our solar
system. As you are given
opportunities to observe
beautiful blades of grass,
do not tritely conjure up

before I die, the moments
before I sleep.” This is
where the Christian populace tears up because we
all want to feel the beauty
in the ordinary.
We want to be able
to rejoice at the sight of
each and every sunset or
the surge of a symphony’s
moving power in Handel’s
“Messiah” or the Brahms
“Requiem” all of those who
were musically inclined
spent a night the other
week enjoying. And yet,
our hearts are cold. As you
rejoice over your blade of
grass you are reveling in, I
cannot join you because I
sit here unable to conjure
up the same feelings of fascination. As guilt sets in, I
always wonder: Are people
just faking it?
This
guilt-tripping-beauty-obsession is
one of the most misdirected philosophies I have observed in contemporary
Christian culture. Why?
Because it rips out the
very definition of beauty
and replaces it with an emphasis on its effect rather
than its cause. Something
is not beautiful because it
makes you cry in delight.
Losing your breath at the
visual energy of a sunset
or getting goosebumps up
your neck at a concert or

emotions for the sake of
expression (in person or
social media).
Instead, turn your
eyes to the Creator and
thank him that regardless of how you feel, that
blade of grass is precious
because God made it.
You will have delighted
Him far more than all the
tears and replica photographs or paintings could
afford Him.
Scripture does not
tell us that we must “find
the beauty in the mundane.” Instead, it charges
us with the command to
give thanks in all things
(1 Thess. 5:18) knowing
that whether we react to
the beauty or not—it remains as steadfastly as
God remains.
Notice these caveats: Firstly, worship
the Creator over the creation. Worship in spirit
and truth, not with the
ignorance of those who
do not know who created
all things, but with the
knowledge that beauty is
Christ Himself. Are you
discouraged with worship
on the Lord’s Day?
Remember
that
worship in God’s house is
not a failure if you were not
moved by an inspiring story or application of Scrip-
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ture. You have not wasted
your Sunday if you did not
“feel like you got anything
out of the sermon.” The
very act of corporate worship and participating in
the means of grace with
a heart that shows up is
pleasing to God. Feelings
will follow obedience.
Secondly, beware
blind optimism. Ambrose
Bierce says that optimism
is “The doctrine or belief
that everything is beautiful, including what is ugly.”
One of the most misleading
aspects of our culture’s obsession with beauty is the
extreme pendulum swing
of calling beautiful that
which is ugly. As strongly
as you affirm your delight
in beauty, make sure you
call out the things that are
ugly and displeasing to the
Creator.
In a world where
sin has permeated all aspects of life, let us not
become the beauty-lovers
who see no wrong. No aspect of this fallen world is
outside of God’s redeeming power, but the harsh
reality is that this earth
will burn in the end. All
of our treasures on earth
will burn along with all of
the corrupting misery of
sin. This is not something
to be taken lightly, so let
me ask: Are you spending time condoning the
things that God will burn?
Are you calling the ugly
“beautiful?”
Thirdly, God delights in emotion. I do not
advise or recommend a stoical philosophy of beauty.
Our modern conceptions
of beauty center around
feelings and emotion, and
yet a biblical view of beauty is Truth. Herein lies the
conflict. It is critical to
understand that emotions
are not the enemy. They
are not sinful.
They are not flimsy and shallow and something to stuff inside a box
and hope nobody notices.
They fill our lives with an
essential part of our humanness and there is freedom in Christ to express
all kinds of emotions—especially through prayer
to God.
The question posed
is what are you doing with
your emotions? Are your
emotions, as you encounter beauty, directing you
toward worship of God or
directing you away from
Him? As you observe your
blade of grass and colorful
fall leaf are you taking the
emotions of wonder back
up to God in praise?
Bauer Evans says,
“Believe the Gospel until
Christ be sweet again.” In
a similar way, we need to
believe the truth of beauty
even while we are not tasting its sweetness. We need
to enfold ourselves with the
mundaneness that makes
up our lives knowing that
it is beautiful because of
Christ—and not that the
mundane is, itself, beautiful. It may seem like a
threadbare difference, but
the evidences of drastically
different lives are lived between those two lines.

